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Complexity, Level of Association and Strength of Fingerprint Con-
clusions 

 
By Michele Triplett [1] 

 
Abstract 

 
False convictions and false incarcerations have pushed the topic of forensic errors into the national 
spot light. Friction ridge comparisons (referred to as fingerprints for the remainder of this paper) are 
very accurate but errors have occurred. The strength of any conclusion needs to be indicated since 
criminal proceedings rely heavily on this type of information. The following paper discusses a possi-
ble explanation for errors and offers a more accurate and transparent approach for arriving at and 
reporting results. The proposed approach labels the complexity and demonstrable level of associa-
tion found between two impressions which allow others to more accurately discern the strength of a 
conclusion. 
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Standard Conclusions 
 

istorically, fingerprint conclusions have 
been reported in a categorical fashion, 

such as ‘the impression has been identified to 
John Doe’. Reporting conclusions in this 
manner has made conclusions sound conclu-
sive, when in reality they may be strongly sup-
ported with visual data, marginally supported 
with visual data, or lack visual data that can be 
successfully demonstrated to others (i.e., 
simply the beliefs of the practitioners stating 
the conclusion). In order to determine the 
strength of the conclusion, the basis behind 
the conclusion needs to be assessed. Conclu-
sions have been reported categorically as a 
means of simplifying a very intricate process 
that was based on a large number of non-
quantifiable variables. No statistical model has 
been able to express the strength of conclu-
sions despite on-going and previous efforts 
dating back to the late 1800s. 

 

Criterion of Inclusions 

Sufficiency to establish an identification is 
commonly based on either a practitioner’s 
own tolerance level or non-validated adminis-
trative point standards set by an agency. Even 
without a validated sufficiency threshold, past 
conclusions have seemed fairly reliable; op-
posing conclusions and errors appeared virtu-
ally nonexistent. With the advent of the inter-
net, information sharing has become easier 
and the variation in practitioners’ conclusions 
has become increasingly more apparent, con-
clusions are not as definitive as once claimed 
(Jackson v. Florida, 2015; Stacey, 2005; Possley, 
2015). 

Evaluating Correctness of Conclusions 

H 
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 The lack of a clearly defined criterion for ar-
riving at conclusions makes it difficult to 
evaluate practitioner’s conclusions; without a 
standard, there is no means of judging cor-
rectness. This is extremely concerning when 
people’s liberties and lives are on the line. 
Currently, the only way to assess a conclusion 
is to ask for another practitioner’s opinion; 
which is mistakenly viewed as a measure of 
accuracy. Repeating a conclusion is simply 
measuring whether or not the conclusion is 
acceptable to another practitioner; it is not 
establishing absolute truth.             

Establishing Error Rates 

In the last decade, millions of dollars have 
been spent on error rate studies. These studies 
have assessed the accuracy of practitioner 
conclusions when comparing manufactured 
impressions to ground truth conclusions. The 
studies did not compare the error rates of dif-
ferent methods for arriving at conclusions. 
The studies indicate that the error rate is low 
but perhaps higher than previously assumed. 
Some studies assessed the repeatability of 
supporting data but they have not evaluated 
the acceptability of the support behind the 
conclusions (e.g., an accurate conclusion ar-
rived at illogically would have been deter-
mined to be correct for the purposes of the 
research). 

In casework, the ground truth is never known; 
casework conclusions are labeled as errors 
when others disagree with the conclusion. 
Since the research studies are assessing a 
measurement that does not apply to casework, 
the results of these studies may not accurately 
represent the error rate for casework. More 
importantly, the significant question to attor-
neys, judges, and the person identified as de-
positing a fingerprint at a crime scene is not 
how often experts make errors, rather which 
conclusions, and which methods, are at a 
higher risk of error? In order to reduce error 
rates and strengthen forensic conclusions, im-
proved research would compare the error 

rates of different methods in order to show 
which technique produces the best results. 

 

Paradigm Shift 

 The time has come where it is now essential 
to establish standards for arriving at conclu-
sions and clear articulation of the strength of 
subsequent conclusions. Doing so will im-
prove conclusions and give the ability to 
measure the correctness of conclusions. In-
stead of oversimplifying conclusions as cate-
gorical variables (identification or exclusion), 
it is more appropriate to present decisions on 
a continuum that expresses the complexity of 
a comparison (e.g., Basic, Advanced, Complex) 
and the demonstrable level of association 
(such as: overwhelming, marginal, or none). 
The complexity of a comparison is important 
because it determines the extent of testing 
required to ensure the interpretation and 
amount of data hold up under a critical review. 
The results of the testing establish the ac-
ceptable level of association, which indicates 
the strength of a conclusion (e.g., a complex 
comparison does not indicate that a conclu-
sion is weak, it indicates that addition quality 
assurance measures are required to establish a 
strong conclusion). It is possible to assess the 
complexity of an impression in isolation of a 
comparison; however, the complexity may 
change during a comparison, making a pre-
comparison assessment of an impression un-
necessary.  

Measuring information with words instead of 
numbers may seem unusual however; this is 
common in disciplines that are unquantifiable. 
For instance, hospitals rate the condition of 
patients on a wording scale (critical, severe, 
good, fair, etc.).  The words chosen are not 
simply at the discretion of the doctor, there 
are criteria for each category so that every 
doctor rates patients the same. For bone frac-
tures, doctors do not simply report that a leg 
is broken; they rate the severity of the fracture 
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in words (compound, hairline, etc.).  Again, 
there are specific definitions for each descrip-
tion to ensure fractures are rated the same. 
Additionally, doctors use a 4 stage scale when 
reporting the severity of a cancer diagnosis; 
with specific definitions for each rating. The 
pattern evidence disciplines can and should 
follow suit and report more than a conclusion. 
Adding information that indicates the strength 
of the association found would benefit all in-
terested parties. 

Scientific Criterion: Data and Testing 
Over-Confidence 

The primary question asked regarding finger-
print comparisons is how much information is 
enough to establish an identification. As stat-
ed above, the answer is not a quantifiable 
number, however, the accepted criterion used 
by other non-quantifiable comparative scienc-
es (i.e., based on analytical reasoning) fits well 
within the realm of fingerprint comparisons. 
The criterion is to ensure conclusions have 
sufficient justification within established fun-
damental principles, to hold up against strong 
scrutiny. This is often times referred to as 
general consensus, although the term general 
consensus can be misconstrued as meaning 
that the majority of people would arrive at the 
same conclusion. General consensus is better 
defined as the conclusion has been debated 
until all doubt has been resolved. Resulting 
conclusions may be referred to as inferences 
that are supported by data. The strength of an 
inference is determined by assessing whether 
the support behind the inference satisfies any 
doubts presented by others. 

Conclusion 

Conclusions based on specific criterion and 
vetted against rigorous scrutiny will preempt 
errors and make conclusions more trustwor-
thy than conclusions based on personal 
thresholds and confidence levels. Clear 
thresholds also make it possible to judge the 
acceptable level of association used to support 

a conclusion; which helps assess the risk of 
error for each conclusion (example to follow). 
Measuring acceptance or rejection based on a 
criterion is a far more informative approach 
than judging conclusions based on the beliefs 
of other individuals. Ultimately, utilizing the 
following method will provide stronger con-
clusions and allow others to assess the 
strength of conclusions. 

Simplicity/Complexity Scale (Basic, Ad-
vanced, Complex) 

The following rankings are intentionally min-
imized into three groups for simplicity. The 
number of rankings could be expanded but 
has been found to be unnecessary because the 
minor differences of opinion that may occur 
are insignificant to the end result. The criteri-
on listed for each ranking are based on the 
prevailing views, i.e. tenprint comparisons are 
considered Basic, latent comparisons are con-
sidered Advanced, and comparison based on 
highly ambiguous or minimal data are consid-
ered Complex. Comparisons between listed 
rankings can be labeled as semi-advanced or 
semi-complex. 

Those using this method must be trained in 
fingerprint comparisons in order to determine 
the region and orientation of impressions. Us-
ers must be trained in scientific protocols in 
order to understand concepts such as the 
amount of adequate testing required. For ex-
ample, scientific conclusions are never based 
on one piece of data, such as excluding a per-
son as the source based on the pattern type 
alone. Plausible conclusions must be tested 
before arriving at a well-supported conclusion. 
The testing required for each ranking is based 
on standard testing requirements for non-
quantifiable comparative sciences (ensuring 
the conclusion holds up to rigorous scrutiny). 
Demonstrating the basis behind a conclusion 
is required upon any request. 

The determination that the conditions for 
each ranking are met is not at the discretion of 
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the practitioner. Whether or not the condi-
tions are met must hold up under rigorous 
scrutiny. 

Many who attempt to rank comparisons in 
this manner quickly find that this is no differ-
ent from how they have assessed images in 
the past. The main difference is that the 
weight of a conclusion is put in the data, not 
in the practitioner’s beliefs or abilities, which 
protects against over interpretation and errors. 

I. If There is sufficient data to establish, not 
presume, the region and orientation; 
and; 

The data being interpreted consists of 
clear Galton points, spatial relationship, 
and intervening ridges; and 

The correlation of data would easily be 
interpreted by others; and 

The amount of information is large, 
not all data needs to be assessed or uti-
lized (such as the majority of tenprint 
to tenprint comparisons) 

Then The comparison is considered Basic  

Testing (such as consultation, corrobo-
ration, supporting documentation, or 
testing against strong scrutiny) is not 
scientifically required for this simplistic 
of conclusions, a practitioner can de-
termine if the data used and the con-
clusion will meet the criteria (ID: Holds 
up to strong scrutiny, Exclusion: region, 
orientation and a clear target group of 
minutia). 

A review of the conclusion is not nec-
essary but may be set by agency policy. 

Examples: Standard tenprint comparisons, 
comparisons with dissimilarities/discrepancies 
may be considered Basic when the area with 
the discrepancy is not needed to perform a 
comparison and arrive at a conclusion (the 

appearance of differences/discrepancies may 
exist but the reason unknown. Differ-
ences/discrepancies do not necessarily indi-
cate a comparison overall is advanced, com-
plex, or that an identification is not warranted). 

Latent print comparisons where the region 
and orientation are known and the features 
are very clear and large (more data than neces-
sary) are considered Basic. 

II. If There is insufficient data to establish, 
not presume, the region and orienta-
tion (making the search more difficult); 
or 

Ancillary features (scars, creases, incipi-
ent ridges) are being interpreted; or 

The interpretation of data has slight 
ambiguity (may not initially be inter-
preted the same by others); however, 
the interpretation of data can easily be 
demonstrated to the satisfaction of 
others 

Then The comparison is considered Ad-
vanced 

Testing (such as consultation, corrobo-
ration, supporting documentation, or 
testing against strong scrutiny) is op-
tional but recommended (since the in-
terpretation of data can easily be 
demonstrated); a practitioner can de-
termine if the data used and the con-
clusion will meet the criteria (ID: Holds 
up to strong scrutiny, Inconclusive: No 
consistency found, Exclusion: region, 
orientation and a clear target group of 
minutia or multiple target areas if am-
biguity is present). 

A review of the conclusion is not nec-
essary but may be set by agency policy 
to ensure appropriate testing. 
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Examples: Standard latent comparisons, 
known impressions deposited with extreme 
deposition pressure, twisting or smearing, 
complete tonal reversals, the use of creases, or 
relying on mostly ancillary features. 

III. If The interpretation of data (Galton or 
ancillary features) has predominant 
ambiguity (the interpretation of data is 
questionable making it difficult to 
demonstrate to the satisfaction of oth-
ers); or 

The correlation of data is extremely 
limited (making it necessary to use rari-
ty, ridge shapes, edges, pores, or fea-
tures in simultaneous impressions) 

Then The comparison is considered 
Complex 

Testing (such as consultation, corrobo-
ration, supporting documentation, or 
testing against strong scrutiny to estab-
lish a consensus conclusion) is required 
to arrive at a conclusion that is well 
supported and tested under intense 
scrutiny. 

A review is essential to ensure the ap-
propriate amount of testing was per-
formed. 

Examples: Tonal shifts, relying on highly am-
biguous data (SCRO, Mayfield, Daoud). Note: 
Complexity is distinguished from difficulty in 
that difficulty level is based on a person’s abil-
ity while complexity is based on the data in 
the impressions (either the unknown or 
known).
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Below are examples of Basic Comparisons. The region and orientation are easily determined. The 
conclusion can be determined with the use of clear Galton points, their spatial relationship and the 
number of intervening ridges. The amount of information is abundant and not all data needs to be 
utilized (CLPEX.com fig’s 36, 32, 40) (CLPEX, 2015). Conclusions from Basic Comparisons are 
very reliable. 

 

 

The following example may be at the high end of Basic or Semi-Advanced. The region and orienta-
tion can be presumed. The conclusion can be determined with the use of Galton points, their spatial 
relationship and the number of intervening ridges. The amount of information is large and not all 
data needs to be assessed (FBI fingerprint image). 

 

 

The comparison below may be considered Advanced since the region and orientation are not stand-
ard. However, the features within the image are clear and plentiful (CLPEX.com fig 68) (CLPEX, 
2015). 
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The comparisons below fall into the category of Complex because the features within the unknown 
impressions are ambiguous, the interpretation of data may not be successfully demonstrated to oth-
ers (CLPEX.com fig 95, Mayfield fingerprint comparison) (CLPEX, 2015; Saks & Koehler, 2005). 
Testing the interpretation of data for acceptability is essential to establish the appropriate conclusion. 

 

 

The complexity of a comparison is based on the amount of ambiguity. The acceptable level of asso-
ciation is based on demonstrability and/or testing performed, which in turn determines the strength 
of a conclusion. The chart below can be used as a quick reference guide. 
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Level of Association Continuum 

It may seem reasonable to assume that erroneous identifications are more likely to occur as the level 
of association decreases (close non-matches; the gray ranges in the level of association continuum); 
however, this is not the case. Research into past identification errors demonstrates that misinterpre-
tation of ambiguous data and reliance on reproducibility as the test for acceptability are the primary 
causes of errors. Past errors were found and acceptable associations established by testing the con-
clusion to ensure the interpretation of data holds up against strong scrutiny, ensuring the basis for 
the conclusion can be demonstrated to the satisfaction of others (i.e., general consensus) (Stacey, 
2005; CBS Interactive, 2012). 
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Some agencies state the number of Galton points as an attempt at providing a weight to their con-
clusion. Stating a number of Galton points can be very misleading because it implies a weight that 
may not actually exist. A high correlation does not establish the strength of a conclusion because the 
assessment of those points may be a misinterpreted, as seen with the Mayfield error and the Dan-
dridge error (Possley, 2015). The level of association is only meaningful if it can be successfully 
demonstrated to others, as required by the standard for non-quantifiable sciences. 
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Articulation of Conclusions 

There is a lot of information that results from 
utilizing this method and therefore a variety of 
ways to articulate the information. For in-
stance: 

The comparison was considered: 

a) basic 
b) semi-advanced 
c) advanced 
d) semi-complex 
e) complex 

Testing performed: 

a) none 
b) tested against strong scrutiny for ac-

ceptable interpretation of data  

The level of association is: 

a) impression associated to another per-
son, exclusion to this subject by de-
duction 

b) overwhelming inconsistency, exclu-
sion to this subject 

c) features too broad to determine spe-
cific search area, no consistency found 
after a wide-range search  

d) the level of association is limited or 
marginal, an amount of consistency 
seen in others 

e) the level of association is high or con-
siderable, not expected in others but 
plausible (may be referred to as an in-
vestigative lead or a person of interest) 

f) the level of association is persuasive, 
difficult to demonstrate but consid-
ered implausible to replicate 

g) the level of association is compelling, 
easy to demonstrable, and considered 
implausible to replicate 

h) the level of association is overwhelm-
ing, easily repeatable by other experts, 
and considered implausible to repli-
cate 

Specific conclusion in casework could be ar-
ticulated as one of the following: 

“The comparison is Basic. The level of asso-
ciation is overwhelming and easily repeatable 
by others.” 

Or, “The comparison is Advanced. The level of 
association is compelling, easy to demonstrate, 
and considered implausible to replicate.” 

Or, “The comparison is Complex. Testing against 
strong scrutiny determined the level of associa-
tion to be persuasive and considered implau-
sible to replicate.” 

Conclusions presented with this type of in-
formation demonstrate to others that the 
practitioner relied on criteria and demonstra-
ble data to protect against over-interpretation 
and to ensure conclusions are as solid as hu-
manly possible. This method can also be ben-
eficial to re-assess conclusions arrived at using 
a different method. The level of complexity, 
the degree of testing performed, and the level 
of association will establish the strength be-
hind any conclusion. 

The well-known 2004 FBI erroneous identifi-
cation to Brandon Mayfield can be assessed 
under this method. Under this method, the 
identification to Mayfield would have been 
labeled complex since many of the associa-
tions used were ambiguous. A complex rating 
indicates that testing against rigorous scrutiny 
is essential. Rigorous scrutiny was not per-
formed by the FBI since the culture at that 
time discouraged disagreement among exam-
iners (Stacey, 2005). The Spanish experts ap-
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proached their review in a more critical fash-
ion by questioning the interpretation of data 
and the conclusion. If rigorous testing against 
scrutiny had occurred within the FBI or by 
the external practitioner reviewing the com-
parison for Mayfield, then the conclusion 
would have been labeled ‘e’ at best. If it had 
been known that it was a complex compari-

son and rigorous testing against scrutiny had 
not been performed, yet a conclusion of ‘f’, ‘g’ 
or ‘h’ was being reported, then others would 
clearly see the red flags in this case. Other past 
errors can be tested against this system as well. 
Each would show that an identification would 
not have held up under this standard.
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